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1 Claim. 
1. 

The invention relates to shoes and particularly 
a type of shoe known in the trade as a casual 
type shoe. Specifically, the invention has to do 
with a casual type shoe incorporating a Specific 
type of heel lift, 

During the past few years there has arisen a 
type of shoe for casual wear having a Wedge type 
sole and frequently designated as 'Wedgies.' A 
distinctive characteristic of the shoe is the ab 
sence of a bridge between the sole and heel, this 
portion of the shoe being, in fact, a continuation 
of the sole, so that the Sole, heel and the part 
usually comprising the Shank makes a continuous 
flat contact with the floor, ground or other Sur 
face upon which the wearer may tread. 
Warious developments have made possible shoes 

of wedge-like design such as that above referred 
to, these developments including the incorpora 
tion of materials for the heel as well as the Sole 
which are adapted to promote a comfortable 
feeling when the wearer walks about, 
Although Wedge type Shoes have had a Con 

siderable popularity in women's styles, they have 
not been adopted into men's styles to an equally 
great degree; perhaps, for the reaSOn that men 
are prone to give the heel of a shoe a considerable 
amount of wear sufficient to make the Wedge type 
shoe in many cases impractical. Both the Weight 
of the Wearer and the characteristic manner of 
Walking have an influence upon the Wear given 
to the heel of a shoe and particularly the heel of 
the Wedge type shoe. 
Among the objects of the invention, therefore, 

is to provide a new and improved heel lift for 
wedge type shoes which enables the shoe to enjoy 
the advantages of a shoe having a heel while 
at the same time retaining the distinctive ap 
pearance of a wedge type shoe. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a 

heel lift for a Wedge type shoe which is adapted 
to blend into the backing when the weight of a 
wearer is applied to it. 

Still another object of the invention is to pro 
vide a new and improved heel lift for wedge type 
Shoes which is so shaped and constructed of such 
material that it is particularly Well adapted for 
use With shoes having either a hard or Soft back 
ing at the heel portion. 

Also included in the objectS is to provide a re 
placeable heel lift which covers only a relatively 
Small part of the heel portion of the shoe and 
which is joined to the outsole in such a manner 
and at a location which makes possible a strong 
joint Substantially unaffected by the flexing nor 
mally given a shoe in the course of wear. 
With these and other objects in view, the in 
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vention consists in the construction, arrangement 
and combination of the various partS of the de 
vice whereby the objects contemplated are at 
tained, as hereinafter more fully Set forth, 
pointed out in the claim and illustrated in the 
accompanying drawings, in Which: 

Figure 1 is a perSpective view of a Wedge type 
shoe viewed from the bottom. 

Figure 2 is a bottom view of the heel lift applied 
to the Shoe. 

Figure 3 is a fragmentary, side, elevational view 
of a portion of the heel of a shoe with the heel 
lift applied thereto. 
In the design and construction of Wedge type 

shoes the features stressed are not only comfort 
but also a distinctive and informal appearance 
Somewhat different fron the appearance of the 
conventional type shoe. The wedge type shoe, 
however, has had some defects in that a single 
OutSole thickness has been depended upon to 
provide the entire Wearing surface of the shoe. 
Commonly, the heel of a shoe receives consider 

ably more Wear than the sole, and to remedy this 
defect resort has been had in the past to the 
provision of an extra thickness at the heel. Al 
though this extra thickness has made it pos 
Sible to wear a pair of shoes for a greater length 
of time before resoling, the extra thickness, par 
ticularly when made of leather, has had a tend 
ency to alter the distinctive appearance so much 
desired in the wedge type shoe. The addition of 
the extra thickness at the same time has in no 
Way improved the casual comfort so character 
istic of the Wedge type shoes. Remedies sought 
for improving the wearability of the heel have 
failed to materially improve the ease of renewing 
the heel without at the same time making it nec 
eSSary to renew the entire outsole. 

In an embodiment chosen to illustrate the 
invention there is shown a wedge type shoe corn 
prising an upper 0 having a counter , a toe 
2 and straps 3. To give the shoe its wedge 

like appearance there is provided a backing 4, 
Which may be either rigid or soft, having a rela 
tively thin portion 5 extending over the sole, 
a relatively thick portion 6 extending over the 
heel, and a wedge-shaped portion extending 
Over What is normally construed as the shank of 
the shoe which blends into the sole portion at 
One end and the heel portion at the other. 

Applied to the backing is an outsole 20 haw - 
ing a Sole portion 2, a mid-portion 22 covering 
What is Ordinarily termed the shank of a sile 
and a rear portion 23 which covers a part only 
of the heel of the shoe. 
To complete coverage of the heel there is 
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provided a heel lift 25 which is adapted to cover 
the remaining heel portion of the shoe. The heel 
lift is of distinct design and essentially homo 
geneous, normally comprising a resilient mate 
rial Such as rubber. 
Among the Warious parts of the heel lift which 

give it a character meeting the objects of the 
invention is the inclusion of a plate portion 26 
having an over-all thickness Substantially the 
Same as the thickness of the outsole. The plate 
portion makes a joint with the outSole char 
acterized by the provision of a wedge-like lip 
27 of lesser thickness than the thickness of the 
plate portion and a shoulder 28. The shoulder 
28 abuts a complementary shoulder 29 of the 
outsole and a beveled portion 30 of the outsole 
accommodates the lip 27. 

Extending over a portion only of the heel lift 
is what has been herein designated as a heel lift 
3 having a thickness not greater than and 
preferably less than the thickness of the plate 
portion 26. Of further significance is the pro 
vision of a gently beveled edge 32 for the heel 
lift which nakes an angle of Something leSS 
than 30 with respect to the outside surface of 
the outsole. The heel lift is beveled, also, around 
the sides 33 and back 34, and the bevel extends 
along sides 35 of the plate portion as far as the 
Shoulder 28. 
By reason of the small size, relatively, of the 

heel lift and the joint provided for it with the 
outsole, the heel lift may be readily detached 
and replaced whenever it becomes Worn, the 
joint of the heel lift with the outsole being 
located within What is normally conceived of aS 
the heel of the shoe and does not experience the 
flexing, stretching and cramping which the joint 
would otherwise experience if located. Within the 
shank of the shoe or nearer to the Sole. 
Of further significance is the pitch of the 

beveled edge 32. When the weight of the Wearer 
is applied upon the heel, the beveled edge 32 
tends to press upwardly and backwardly into the 
plate portion of the heel lift to such an extent 
that the beveled edge is actually in contact. With 
the surface upon which the Wearer is walking. 
Thus, when the wearer's weight is applied to the 
shoe and particularly the heel of the shoe, the 
heel lift with the outsole gives the appearance 
of a continuous line of contact with the surface 
upon which it rests, thereby preserving to a 
desirable degree a true Wedge-like appearance. 
By making the heel lift of resilient material 

there is permitted a sufficient flow in the heel 
lift so that when the beveled edge 32 is pressed 
upwardly and backwardly the beveled back 34 
extends rearwardly to a line approaching the 
vertical edge of the plate portion 26 and the 
rear of the counter of the shoe, a condition which 
further enhances the true Wedge-like appearance 
of the shoe while it is being WOrn. 
By making the replaceable heel with a heel lift 

of no greater thickness than the thickness of the 
outsole or perhaps of lesser thickness, Somewhere 
in the neighborhood of eight irons, the heel lift 
is capable of blending into the backing when 
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4. 
the full weight of the wearer is applied, and the 
Wearer, although capable of enjoying the benefit 
of a raised heel when the shoe is worn, is deprived 
Of the feeling of there being any actual elevation 
Of the heel above the level of the outsole and is 
enabled to experience the casual comfort chair 
acteristic of the wedge type shoes. 
Although the invention has been herein shown 

and described in what is conceived to be the most 
practical and preferred embodiment, it is recog 
nized that departures may be made therefroin 
Within the scope of the invention, which is not 
to be limited to the details disclosed herein but 
is to be accorded the full scope of the claim so 
as to embrace any and all equivalent structures. 
The invention having been herein described, 

What is claimed and sought to be secured by 
Letters Patent is: 
A platform shoe construction COrprising: an 

upper, a Substantially fiat bottoned platforn 
therebeneath, and an outsole-heel combination 
Substantially co-extensive With the botton of the 
platform and Secured thereto, said outSole-heel 
combination comprising a relatively hard Sole 
portion of Substantially constant thickness ter 
minating at the heel region. With a down taper 
on its upper surface ending With a perpendicular 
Shoulder extending laterally across the shoe, a 
relatively resilient rubber-like heel inleinber 
approximately twice the thickneSS Of the Sole 
portion at its greatest depth and terminating for 
wardly with a shoulder conforming to and abut 
ting against the shoulder on the Soie portion and 
an up taper extending for Wardly fron the heel 
shoulder conforming to and abutting against the 
down taper on the Sole portion, the upper Sur 
face of the sole portion and heel member posi 
tioned directly against the botton of the plat 
form, the bottom of the heel portion extending 
rearwardly from the shoulder in approximately 
the same plane as the bottom of the Sole portion 
and thence tapering downwardly toward the 1rear, 
a flat primary ground contact Surface extending 
rearwardly from the lower rear end of the last 
said taper, the rear edge region of the heel men 
ber having a doWWard in Ward taper at an angle 
acute from the horizontal plane of the outsole 
heel, 
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